This article emphasizes the importance of an altar dedicated to Jupiter Sacrum find during the archaeological survey in the ancient city of Ulpiana in 2014. The epigraphy data stored on the altar clearly indicates the existence of the Fulgur cult in Ulpiana. Therefore, with this epithet, Jupiter it is proven for the first time in Ulpiana, but also in Kosovo. The discovery of the altar dedicated to Jupiter in Ulpiana only confirms the fact that Jupiter was worshiped and widely respected among the inhabitants of the city, and his appearance with the epithet Fulguri completes the corpus of epithets, with which he was worshiped and honoured in the city of Ulpiana.
fragment is made of Cararra marble (white with a slight blue nuance). It measures 44.6 x 44.5 x 40 cm. On what seems to be the last two lines of the inscribed field, only two words remain:
Given the dimensions and shape of our altar, there is space for a few lines on the missing upper part of the altar. Letters are elegant and regular. Their height is 4.3 cm. On the first line, the letters F, V, L and G can be easily read. The letter V following Gseems is an obvious guess. There seems to be room for at least two more letters after V. The question comes to whether we should read fulgur in the nominative (fulgu [r] ) or in the dative (fulgu [ri] 
), unless we should read fulgu[r(ator)] or fulgu[r(atori)].
Since our inscription is not complete, it remains unclear whether we are dealing with a sacred monument (sacrum) simply honouringJupiter fulgur or fulgurator -that is in his lightning capacity -or with the mention of a fulgur conditum sacrum, a well-attested ceremony that consisted in the burial or enclosure (conditum) of elements trucked by lightning (fulgur) and considered as claimed by Jupiter himself -or by "the gods" (diuom/diuum/dium) but always including Jupiter. 3 The place struck by lightning was declared a bidental, often covered or delimited by a structure called a puteal. 4 The well-known fulgur conditum ceremony seems to have been placed under the supervision of haruspices down to Constantine's reign. 5 It is well attested on numerous inscriptions throughout the Roman world, from Rome itself to the provinces of Narbonensis, 6 Mauretania Caesariensis, 7 Dacia, 8 Aquitania, 9 Pannonia Superior, 10 and Germania Superior. 11 W. Van Andringa, T. Creissen, and C. Chevalier have recently claimed they have identified an archaeological example in Pompei. 12 Most of the dedications referring to the ceremony used to name it explicitly as a fulgur conditum. There seems to be no room on our inscription after the word fulgur for conditum. It does not mean it is absolutely impossible, since some of the puteales sometimes only bear the word fulgur on their lid, like the one discovered in Aquileia. 13 However, the fact that the words fulgur sacrum were inscribed not on a plaque, which could have been used as a lid or a puteal, but on an altar leads to another conclusion.
Numerous altars simply paid homage to Jupiter's lightning power. Those dedications commonly referred to Jupiter as fulgur or fulgurator. In Interamna Nahars (Terni) in Umbria, pontifex L. Rustius Caepiowas even celebrating Iupiter fulmen, fulgur, tonans, "Jupiter, thunderbolt, lightning, thunder" on behalf of the Roman senate. 14 G. Dumézil showed that thunder and lightning were the striking manifestations of the god's overwhelming power, of his sovereignty among gods and men. 15 Dedications to Jupiter fulgur /fulgurator were widely spread throughout the Roman world, especially in the Danubian provinces. 16 They were so popular that some of them used abbreviated formulas such as IOMFFS, implying anyone would understand perfectly what their authors had in mind: ("monument" consecrated to Jupiter, best and greatest, thunderbolt, lightning"). 17 Similar dedications were discovered in other parts of Moesia superior and in the Dardanian region, such as in Naissus, where two inscriptions refer to Jupiter fulgurator. 18 In Ulpiana, inscriptions paying homage to Jupiter usually honor him as o(ptimus) m(aximus) 19 . However, even if it is the first example of a dedication toJupiter in his lightning capacity (fulgur /fulgurator), forUlpiana and as a matter of fact for Kosovo, we should read on our inscription either: The survey was part of a wider project, the Ulpiana archaeological park, placed under the authority of the Direction of National Heritage and the Archaeological Institute of Kosovo (under the Ministry of Culture, Youth and Sports, Kosovo). We would like to thank C.J. Goddard (ENS Paris) for his comments and helpful suggestions.
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